The Alcohol Rehabilitation Unit of ”San Pancrazio” Hospital, Arco, Trento, was created in the 1980’s and is now the only alcoholic rehabilitation residence of it’s kind in the state of Trentino.

From may 2016, due to hospital upgrades and reconstruction, the department was relocated in the neighboring building ” Villa Garda ” and has resulted in many positive outcomes as follows.

The staff are more efficient in their daily duties, more able to control the patients and manage the problems connected with multiple addiction, antisocial personalities, aggressive behavior, psychiatric disorders, impulsivity.

Our patients, however, benefit from a more adequate environment: the scientific data suggests that for these kinds of patents it is important to share a therapeutic-rehabilitative path within a group of similar needs, avoiding cases of misjudgment or feelings to be excluded.

The staff is made up of three doctors, two psychologists, in which one is a expressional therapist, a social assistant, a musical therapist, specialist nurses, OSS and physiotherapists.

Our program takes on multidimensional fragilities, which are symptoms of alcohol abuse, drug addiction, gambling addiction, smoking addiction, food disorders, psychiatric disorders, chronic mental health problems.

This is an intense intervention, which follows a three to six weeks rehabilitation, dependent of the patients needs. The program utilizes a proven integrated medical-psychological-social method.

The therapeutic-rehabilitative program is based around the thought that the addiction is a proven result of organic, psychological and interactional diseases found in the individuals psyche, family history and social environment. This is a global method of treatment based around the person, the family and personal environment.

The program guarantees a pharmacological detoxication and follows the needs in difficult situations of organic comorbidities with an increased reduction in the time frame of the diagnostic process assisted by the fact that the patient is drug free during the therapy. The program also guarantees a precise aftercare follow up.

The table below shows relative data from the years 2015-2018:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total patients</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>men</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>women</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>middle age</td>
<td>50,96</td>
<td>52,28</td>
<td>50,86</td>
<td>48,94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drop out</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re-entry</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over the years our department has constantly evolved to adapt to the requirements of the patients and the ever evolving complexity of their needs.

Therefore requiring an accurate understanding of all useful data to aid in the overall picture of the patients needs both family and social. The methods in which we gather information which is then utilized are: open family meetings and discussions, telephone conversations with Social Services, face to face meetings and discussions.

To territorial Services is required a pre-admission schedule, which explain personal data, clinical informations such as diseases, even if psychiatric illnesses, previous suicide attempts, relationships, relatives or care givers who can take parts at the activities proposed to rehability and the aim of the sending.

The assessment of the motivations is for sure a very important data, but we consider that a person who has a very low motivation is just a person harder to help and than to bring in motivational progress with greater care. An accurate multidisciplinary assessment is done in order to locate and activate personal resources, but from families or friends too. At their arrive in hospital we compile an individual rehabilitation project, that report the clinical complexity, the aim proposed, the intervention to be implemented, the rehabilitation path end outcomes.

The improving of adaptive functioning, but even psychological, social and organic, is the aim of the rehabilitation. Indispensable is work on the relationship and our tools to achieve the goal are:

- a community environment, which repeats the complexity of external social dynamics, without excluding the difficulties of everyday life
- a rule sistem with educational purpose, with continuous control from the operators, in the 24 hours long, not just during the activities
- psychological support and social counselling, offered to the relatives too, to whom is required attendance during the group meetings.

Over the years there has been a progressive adaptation to the complexity of the users. Just thinking about the concept of multidimensionality of discomfort: the centrality of the intervention has been shifted from person to person with his family in the socio-relational context, expanding our vision and taking into consideration hardships and fragility that may affect one or more members of the family:

- losses (role, work, disease event)
- attachment (to substances, to behaviors)
- relational and social problems
- unhealthy life styles

and basing work on relationship and change.

So: what can / must offer rehabilitation: global acceptance that works with the whole family, so that patient
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must be an actor and not a passive subject, he must be helped to express their discomfort, to work on the relationship and on motivation for change and must be helped to make the most of their internal resources in order to restore a balance as stable as possible.

The family unit must be helped to express its hardships and needs, to work on the relationship and on the motivation to change. Another issue that we very much feel is the concept of “chronicity”, which referred to people with a long history of dependence, with numerous failed rehabilitation attempts, which show no significant evolution in their lifestyle and care path, with few personal resources family, friends or network.

We have estimated that about 35% of users received each year have these characteristics, and the figure is increasing. We are convinced that rehabilitation should offer these people flexible care pathways, which can be modulated according to the current phase of change, and we believe that interventions may not be sequential. Minimum goals are acceptable. The priority of the interventions must be identified so that the person can achieve the highest possible level of functioning.

The theme of fragility is important, which in recent years has become central in various fields of medicine, such as geriatrics, cardiology .... Fragility can be defined as a condition of increased vulnerability in various areas (physical, mental, social) associated with an increased risk of negative outcomes.

Identifying a fragility index would allow us to assess the priority needs of our users, addressing in an appropriate way the type of interventions to be implemented. We could also measure the effectiveness of our rehabilitation intervention, giving evidence of the results obtained and transparency to our professional action. To this end we started working on this project, in collaboration with the territorial Services. Finally, a project that is about to start is the treatment of people who have problems with drug addiction or gambling, but not necessarily alcohol-related. The factor that will unite the members of the group is the need for change, which becomes the fundamental goal of therapeutic work. This objective will also be extended to the other members of the family unit. The program will be agreed with the territorial Services, deciding on operating methods, indicators and data to measure the effectiveness of the rehabilitation intervention
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